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Blocks 3 + 4 Garden Areas
Landscape Proposals 

Mixed Use Development at Blakes, Stillorgan
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Planning

B

Bamboo planted as a visual screen
to views from the courtyard to the
bedrooms

Specimen shrubs to create vertical
focal points and partial canopy.
Amelanchier lamarkii
Aralia elata
Rhus typhina

Series of raised planters with multi
stem trees/shrubs arranged to
create sub spaces suitable for
secluded seating

Moveable seats as secondary
seating and potential informal play

Lawn

Lawn

Access gate controlled by key fob. Edge of podium. Glass balustrade to
level change to public open space
below.

Seating space overlooking central
landscape space.

Lawn

Water

Bands of tall bamboos to create
visual screen and spatial barriers
creating sub spaces.

Slatted timber canopy to reduce
wind effect and overlooking.
Designed to improve human comfort
and create long term staying spaces.

Access gate controlled by key fob.

Access gate controlled by key fob.
Lawn

Lawn

1.2m high steel railing .

1.2m high steel railing within planting
between public and communal open
space.

Series of raised planters with multi
stem trees/shrubs arranged to
create sub spaces suitable for

secluded seating

Seating terrace with moveable
tables and chairs for long term

staying

Small seating space using planting and trees to
create a comfortable staying space.  Orientated

towards the south with a densely planted backdrop
and a view over the lawn .

Informal path through planting to secluded
secondary seating spaces under tree canopy.

Detail Area A, Block 4 Garden Area - Scale 1:100

Detail Area B, Block 3 Garden Area - Scale 1:100

A B

1.5m high steel
railing .
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A 14.12.21  KF  Pre-Planning Application
B 25.03.22 KF  Final Planning Application
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